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T h e Holly metering device for planting short row test plots, developed
in 1945, offers excellent seed distribution in the rows and reduces labor
costs more than one-half.
This device is held to the frame of many types of commercial beet drills
by bolts. It does not affect the handling of the beet drill in any way. It can
be adapted for 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6-row width of plots.
Briefly, it consists of a fluted roller built into a small seed hopper, the
roller being turned by hand through the seed as the drill moves forward
in the field. T h e seed is conveyed by tubes to the openings of the drill shoes,
or discs, and is covered by the beet drill.

Figure 1. A unit for planting plots 4 rows wide. For
more details address the
authors.

T h e operator stands upon a platform held in place by angle irons
fastened to the rear of the beet drill frame.
T h e exact amount of seed required for each plot is placed in envelopes.
These are placed in consecutive order in a compartment attached to the
seedhopper. Seed of the individual plot is poured from the envelope into
the hopper. T h e operator turns the feed roller by hand as the drill moves
forward. Very little practice before starting the actual plot planting is
necessary to establish proper speed of turn. Seed remaining in the hopper
at the end of the plot is turned out. T h e fluted roller is brushed with a
wire brush after each plot is planted to insure against seed mixtures.
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